Brilliant Display by Kerala Police that narrates the story of technology policing at the International Trade Fair at New Delhi.

It was a journey through the new paths of technology policing, the brilliant show put up by Kerala Police at the Kerala Pavilion of the India International Trade Fair, New Delhi organised from 14.11.17 to 27.11.17 which helped the Kerala Police to bag the Best Exhibitor Award at the Kerala Pavilion of the IITF.

More than ten equipments, systems and software’s that the Kerala Police uses to ensure the safety and security of the public were in display at the stall. Equipments and software’s used in traffic junctions, 3D Geo Spatial system of video mapping by Drones for crisis management, easy-to-learn video games and safety mobile apps for various occasions are some of the attractions. Since the theme of this year’s trade fair is Startup India, systems and softwares developed through various startups are mainly displayed.

One item that attracted huge crowd was a system that helps to avoid the time delay at traffic posts when people injured in road accidents are to be taken to hospital. This system is installed in selected areas of Kochi and saved the lives of more than 80 people as of now.

Another new initiative in display was a 3D Geo Spatial Intelligent system, based on augmented reality that helps police to integrate real-time 2D data like CCTV footages to 3D platform so that a 3D view and analysis is possible which help them to manage crisis situations as well as crime prevention.
Another attraction is a 'chatbot' platform through which people can communicate directly with police without mobile apps. Only thing they need a messenger platform like Facebook messenger. This is the first time a police force uses it.

There were also two 3D video game apps that help you to understand different traffic rules and driving methods through fun video games. Another Mobile app that explains cyber safety through a cartoon character was also quite interesting. A mobile app that is highly useful for ensuring safety through GPS surveillance while on travel was also very useful. These apps are useful for the inhabitants of Delhi too.

One can know about the nearest police stations as well as any information on Kerala Police through another mobile app called Raksha. Pay fine etc are also possible through this app. All these Apps are available in Google Play Store and a few in IOS platform too.

The show also exhibited women’s self-defense techniques that are useful for women to escape from threat situations like bag snatching, chain snatching, sexual attacks and the like.

As per the direction of the State Police Chief Loknath Behera who leads the modernisation initiatives of the Kerala Police, and a committee chaired by IG Southern Range Manoj Abraham, A team consisting of Representatives of Startup Technologies Traffizer, Thought Ripples, Empower Consumer Solutions, Raycast Technologies and Police Personnel have put up the show. The whole pavilion theme was conceptualized by Deputy Director PS Rajasekharan and the team comprising of Armed Police Inspector Nishor S S, Assistant Sub Inspector Manikkuttan A M, Havildar Shyam Nath G K, Civil Police Officers Shobhan Babu, Shifin C. Raj, Police Constables Sudheesh Kumar, Jitin S Nair, Hemanth R Nair presented the items at the Stall along with the representatives of the Start Ups.

There were only two Police Organisations, the CRPF and Kerala Police which put up separate Stalls at the IITF this year.